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VI. THE NUMBER OF SINGERS  
 

In this chapter the question is raised how many singers performed the parts of Bach's church 

music in Leipzig. First the discussion about this question since 1982 will be described. The 

importance of a different approach to different kinds of music is being discussed here. Then, 

on the basis of iconography, scores and parts, attention is paid to the central question of 

whether ripienists read along from concertists parts. Finally, the regulation of the Thomas-

schule and Bach's Memorandum of 1730 are consulted in an attempt to answer the question 

whether Bach had the possibility of regularly employing vocal ripienists and, if not, whether 

he would have wished to do so. 

Bach's Entwurff, hereafter referred to as 'Memorandum', 1 plays an important role in 

this Chapter. Therefore the full text is included in endnote A to this Chapter. A In order to fa-

cilitate navigation, the text is divided into a number of paragraphs, which will be referred to 

throughout this Chapter. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Engraving by J.G. Krügner, after E. Lindner (detail). 

Freiberg Cathedral organ gallery with the new Silbermann organ, ca. 1712. 

 

1. How many singers were involved in the vocal parts in German 

church music? 

One or more voices per part?  
Musicologists and musicians disagree about the number of singers who performed Bach's 

vocal parts. In the 19th and much of the 20th century, it was taken for granted that Bach's 

choruses were always sung by a large number of singers, who together were called a choir. 2 

                                                      
1 Johann Sebastian Bach, Kurtzer, iedoch höchstnöthiger Entwurff einer wohlbestallten Kirchen Music; nebst 

einigem unvorgreiflichen Bedencken von dem Verfall derselben. Letter to the Leipzig Council, 23. August 

1730, BD I, no. 22, p. 60ff.  

For full text see endnote A.  
2 See the Glossary in § I.2. 
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In 1936 Arnold Schering published his research into Bach's performance practice, and came 

to the conclusion that these 'choirs' had been much smaller with Bach himself. 3 He based his 

opinion mainly on Bach's Memorandum, which mentions 'choirs' of twelve to sixteen singers 

(Memorandum § 4). He described the system of concertists and ripienists; the latter would 

only have been used in 'choirs' if their parts were accompanied by instruments. He also men-

tioned the limited number of surviving parts for the singers, and assumed that three singers 

could easily sing from one part, with the concertist standing in the middle. Schering did 

acknowledge that there are hardly any indications in the Leipzig vocal parts that show the 

use of ripienists, but he assumed that ripienists themselves knew when to remain silent, at 

least for arias and recitatives. Since then, it has been assumed that Bach  worked with small 

choirs. 4 Some conductors also started working with small ensembles, but large choirs re-

mained the norm for a long time. 

In 1976 Alfred Dürr made an inventory not only of the number of available parts for 

instrumentalists, but also of those for singers. 5 He came to the conclusion that almost always 

one part was made for each voice; a set of extra parts (for ripienists) has survived for only a 

small number of cantatas. Five years later Joshua Rifkin gave a lecture in Boston in which he 

hypothesised that the surviving parts for singers were only used by concertists; ripienists 

would only have been used if separate parts had been made for them - so hardly ever. 6 

Rifkin's theory, known as OVPP (One Voice Per Part), became more widely known in 1982 

with the publication of his Preliminary report; a German-language revision appeared in 1985. 7 

The theory was mostly ignored or dismissed as implausible, by Robert Marshall, 8 Donal He-

nahan, 9 Malcolm Boyd, 10 Alfred Dürr, 11 and Günther Wagner, 12 among others. Singing to-

gether from one part (MVPP: Multiple Voices Per Part) was the standard practice according to 

them. Invariably, Rifkin responded to their publications with counterarguments. 

                                                      
3 Arnold Schering, Johann Sebastian Bachs Leipziger Kirchenmusik, Leipzig 1936, p. 39-48. 
4  A.o. Karl Hochreither, Zur Aufführungspraxis der Vokal-Instrumentalwerke Johann Sebastian Bachs, Ber-

lin 1983, p. 110-116. Armin Schneiderheinze accepts a small 'Figuralchor', but believes that there must 

also have been room for a perhaps 100-strong 'Choralchor' (Armin Schneiderheinze, "Bach's Figural-

chor und die Chorempore in der Thomaskirche", Beiträge zur Bachforschung, Heft 1, Leipzig 1982, pp. 

32-44). 
5 Alfred Dürr, Zur Chronologie der Leipziger Vokalwerke J.S. Bachs, Kassel 21976, p. 9. 
6 Joshua Rifkin, Bach's Chorus, Boston 1981, first complete edition in Andrew Parrott, The Essential Bach 

Choir, Woodbridge 2000, pp. 189-208. 
7 Joshua Rifkin, 'Bach's Chorus: A preliminary report', Musical Times 123, 1982, pp. 747-754; [German 

translation: Bach's Chor: Ein vorläufiger Bericht, Basler Jahrbuch für historische Musikpraxis 9, 1985, pp. 

141-155].  
8 Robert Marshall, 'Bach's Chorus. A Preliminary Reply to Joshua Rifkin', The Musical Times 124, No. 

1679, 1983, pp. 19-22; Rifkin's reply: Joshua Rifkin, 'Bach's Chorus. A Response to Robert Marshall', 

The Musical Times 124, No. 1681, 1983, pp. 161-162. 
9  Donal Henahan, 'Choral conductors forum: Minimalism', American Choral review 25/3, 1983, pp. 12-

15. 
10 Malcolm Boyd, 'Bach's Chorus', Early Music 12/3, 1984, p. 431.; Rifkin's response: Joshua Rifkin, 

'Bach's Chorus', Early Music 12/4, 1984, p. 591. 
11 Alfred Dürr, 'Die Bach-Kantate aus heutiger Sicht' [1986], Im Mittelpunkt Bach, edited by Kirsten 

Beißwenger, Kassel 1988, pp. 248-259. 
12 Günther Wagner, "Die Chorbesetzung bei J. S. Bach und ihre Vorgeschichte. Anmerkungen zur "hin-

länglichen" Besetzung im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert", Archiv für Musikwissenschaft, 43/4, 1986, p. 280f. 
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For ten years it remained relatively quiet, but then the discussion erupted with great vehe-

mence. In 1996 Andrew Parrott declared himself a supporter of Rifkin, 13 but Ton Koopman 

opposed him. 14 Because of his arguments he was not only strongly attacked by Rifkin, 15 but 

also by Parrott. 16 John Butt joined the camp of the OVPP proponents, 17 Hans-Joachim 

Schulze and Christoph Wolff that of the opponents. 18 In the Bach year 2000 Parrot's book The 

Essential Bach Choir appeared, 19 in which Rifkin's OVPP theory was extensively defended in 

eleven chapters. Martin Geck subsequently embraced the theory. 20 Recordings of Bach's vo-

cal music with OVPP increasingly appeared on CD. In a 2002 publication Rifkin once again 

systematically defended the theory on the basis of the first part of Bach's Memorandum. 21 In 

the following year he described how, in his opinion, the recent discovery of autographic 

parts in BWV 23.2 supported the OVPP theory and undermined the choices made by Wolff 

in his NBA edition of this cantata (§ 3). 22 

Also in 2003, the first of a series of pro-MVPP articles from Leipzig appeared in the 

form of a review by Schulze of the German translation of Parrot's book; 23 three subsequent 

articles in this series (2004, 2006 and 2010) were written by Andreas Glöckner. 24 His vision 

was again supported by Koopman in 2009. 25 A year later, Rifkin and Parrott each responded 

                                                      
13 Andrew Parrott, 'Bach's chorus: a 'brief yet highly necessary' reappraisal', Early Music 24/4, 1996, pp. 

551-580. 
14 Ton Koopman, "Recording Bach's early cantatas", Early Music 24/4, 1996, pp. 604-622; Ibid., "One-to-

a-part? Who then turns the pages? More on Bach's chorus', Early Music 25/3, 1997, pp. 541-542; Ibid., 

'Bach's koor en orkest', De wereld van de Bach-cantates 3, ed. Ton Koopman / Christoph Wolff, Abcoude 

1998, pp. 233-249; Ibid., 'Bach's Choir, an ongoing story', Early Music 26/1, 1998 (Koopman 1998/II), pp. 

109-121. 
15 Joshua Rifkin, 'Bassoons, violins and voices: a response to Ton Koopman', Early Music 25/2, 1997, pp. 

303-307; Ibid. , 'Page turns, players and ripieno parts: more questions of scoring in Bach's vocal music', 

Early Music 25/4, 1997, p. 728-734 (Rifkin 1997/II); Joshua Rifkin, 'Bach's Chorus, a neverending story?', 

Early Music 26/2, 1998, p. 380. 
16 Andrew Parrott, 'Bach's chorus: who cares?', Early Music 25/2, 1997, pp. 297-302; Ibid., 'Bach's Cho-

rus, beyond reasonable doubt', Early Music 26/4, 1998, pp. 637-658. 
17 John Butt, 'Bach's Vocal Scoring: What Can It Mean?', Early Music 26/1, 1998, pp. 99-107. 
18 Hans-Joachim Schulze, ‘Samenstelling en organisatie van Bachs uitvoeringen’, De wereld van de Bach-

cantates 3, ed. Ton Koopman / Wolff 1998, pp. 143-156; Christoph Wolff, 'Bach's Chorus: stomach aches 

may disappear!', Early Music 26/3, 1998, pp. 540-541; Ibid., 'Bach's Chorus: an amplification', Early Mu-

sic 27/1, 1999, p. 172. 
19 Parrott 2000 (see n. 6). 
20 Martin Geck, Bach: Leben und Werk, Reinbek 2000, p. 193f.; Ibid. 'Bach's art of church music and his 

Leipzig performance forces: contradictions in the system', Early Music 31/4, 2003 (2003/II), pp. 559-571, 

at p. 561. 
21 Joshua Rifkin, 'Bach's Choral Idea', Dortmunder Bach-Forschungen 5, Dortmund 2002. 
22 Ibid., 'Bach's chorus: some new parts, some new questions', Early Music 31/4, 2003, pp. 573-580. 
23 Hans-Joachim Schulze, 'Andrew Parrott, Bach's Chor. Zum neuen Verständnis', BJ 89, 2003, pp. 267-

270.  
24 Andreas Glöckner, 'Bemerkungen zur vokalen und instrumentalen Besetzung von Bachs Leipziger 

Ensemblewerken; Alumne und Externe in den Kantoreien der Thomasschule zur Zeit Bachs', in Vom 

Klang der Zeit, Wiesbaden 2004, pp. 86-96; Ibid., 'Alumne und Externe in den Kantoreien der Thomas-

schule zur Zeit Bachs', BJ 92, 2006, pp. 9-36; Ibid., 'On the performing forces of Johann Sebastian 

Bach's Leipzig Church Music', Early Music 38/2, 2010, pp. 215-222. 
25 Bernd Heyder, 'Im Gespräch: Ton Koopman', Concerto 228, 2009, p. 24f. (Koopman 2009). 
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separately to Glöckner's most recent article. They accused Glöckner of deliberately answer-

ing the wrong questions in his article and of never actually addressing the arguments in fa-

vour of the OVPP that they had put forward. 26 In his response from 2011 Glöckner again 

mainly described that Bach had the possibility of working with MVPP, on the basis of the 

Schulordnung of 1723 and surviving lists of members for the third Sunday Choir in Leipzig, 

among other things. 27 In Rifkin's reaction he stated that the arguments mentioned by Glöck-

ner for Bach's own performances of his cantatas have little evidential value. 28 In 2010 Parrott 

provided his article on possible ripienists in Bach's Missa BWV 232.2 with an appendix, in 

which he summarized his book once more in modified form. 29 Finally, in 2017, Beverly 

Jerold published an article in which she defends that Bach had enough space in both 

churches for reasonably large choirs (which is not true for the situation in the Nikolaikirche), 

and that he was able to use large numbers of volunteers, especially also from the group of 

externi. She does not address the arguments of Rifkin and Parrott.30 

An attempt will now be made to study the arguments used by both camps more 

closely. In order to avoid any misunderstandings, it should be made clear at the outset what 

was meant in Bach's day by the many terms he used (concertist, ripienist, capella, coro, solo, 

tutti). See the Glossary in Chapter I.2 

Developments in German church music  
The form of the polyphonic motets sung in German churches is a phenomenon from the 16th 

century, even though they remained popular in the 17th and 18th centuries and new motets 

were also created. They are characterised by their predominantly polyphonic nature and the 

optional character of a continuo part. It was not unusual for the vocal parts to be sung by 

more than one singer, but this was not compulsory either. B In the case of MVPP (multiple 

voices per part) it was a matter of course that more singers read from one part together. Also 

at Currende-singing, going to the houses to sing, especially around New Year's Eve, appar-

ently singers read together from one part. C In cities, where pupils at special schools were 

also trained to sing in church services, Renaissance-style motets were often still performed in 

this way in the 18th century; this was also the case in Leipzig. Just like organ accompani-

ment, colla parte playing by instrumentalists was optional.  

 Around the beginning of the 17th century another kind of music came into vogue 

from Italy. The new figural church music was based on a continuo part and was often writ-

ten for one soloist or a limited number of them, but also for more choirs. One or more of 

                                                      
26 Joshua Rifkin, "Bach's chorus: against the wall", Early Music 38/3, 2010, pp. 437-439; Andrew Parrott, 

"Bach's chorus: the Leipzig line; A response to Andreas Glöckner", Early Music 38/2, 2010, pp. 223-235, 

at p. 231f. 
27 E. E. Hochw. Raths der Stadt Leipzig Ordnung Der Schule zu S. THOMÆ, Leipzig 1723, p. 32ff. (Schu-

lordnung 1723); Andreas Glöckner, 'The ripienists must also be at least eight, namely two for each 

part': The Leipzig line of 1730 - some observations", Early Music 39/4, 2011, p. 575-585. 
28 Joshua Rifkin, "Chorliste und Chorgröße bei Johann Sebastian Bach. Neue Überlegungen zu einem 

alten Thema," BJ 98, 2012, p. 142f.; Ibid., Bach’s Chorus: more oft he same, Early Music 40/1, 2012, p. 

165f. 
29 Andrew Parrott, 'Vocal ripienists and J.S. Bach's Mass in b minor', Eighteenth-Century Music 7/1, 

2010 (Parrott 2010/II), pp. 9-34, at pp. 25-34. 
30 Beverly Jerold, ‘Performance conditions, standards and Bach’s chorus’ The Musical Times, Winter 

2017, p. 55-70. 
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these choirs were intended for vocal and/or instrumental concertists, others (Capella's) for ri-

pienists, vocal and/or instrumental, and were explicitly optional. The parts for concertists 

could in some places be sung and played along by these Capellas. This practice, originating in 

Italy (concerto style), was described by Michael Praetorius at the beginning of the 17th cen-

tury. D In doing so he recommended in the tutti’s MVPP for the ripieno singers. 31 Another 

important aspect was the optimal use of space. Concertists in the same choir had to stand to-

gether; ripienists were to be found at other places in the church. Ripienists, whose parts yield 

many consonants, had to stand next to each other (the soprano next to the tenor, the alto next 

to the bass) in order to avoid impurities, while ripienists of the same voice type could read 

from one part together. 32 Praetorius and Heinrich Schütz asked conductors to duplicate 

parts for ripienists if necessary. This was necessary because they were not standing next to 

the concertists and could therefore not read from their parts. The same practice was de-

scribed by Wolfgang Caspar Printz in 1678, 33 and Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann in 1706. E 

Bach's predecessors Sebastian Knüpfer, Johann Schelle and Johann Kuhnau also made exten-

sive use of capellas. 34 Like Johann Mattheson, Kuhnau complained that schoolchildren were 

less suited to singing as concertists than as ripienists in Capellas. F Mattheson wrote ‘Pieces 

with 3 or 4 choirs’ (Stücke mit 3. à 4. Chören), with choirs of concertists and Capellas. 35 Johann 

Gotfried Walther still mentioned concertists and ripienists in his compendium in 1732, G as 

did Bach in his 1730 Memorandum (§ 1). The Capella style thus continued into the 18th cen-

tury and was predominantly OVPP, but in capellas it could be MVPP as well. 

 In the early 18th century the character of church music changed again: separate Capel-

las were prescribed less frequently, spatial orientation became less important and solo sing-

ing in recitatives and da-capo arias became more common. The question to what extent cho-

ruses and chorales also were sung in 'modern' 18th century cantatas with MVPP cannot al-

ways be answered unambiguously (see below). There are indications that in 18th century 

'modern' church music the parts of singers, also in 'choruses', were often sung OVPP. Johann 

Beer, for instance, stated in 1719 that four singers were enough to perform church music 

well, H whereas Mattheson, nine years later, was happy to have many instruments in large 

churches, but did not mention extra singers. I At the Dresden Court OVPP-singing was very 

popular. 36 In 1721 Gotthold Ephraim Scheibel wrote with regard to the number of players 

and singers in the Neue Kirche in Leipzig that a large vocal cast was a waste. At most two 

voices per part were sufficient. Elsewhere he noted that ripienists were also unnecessary in 

tutti's. 37, J In the Neue Kirche, Bach's third Sunday Choir sang motets and chorales, but the vo-

cal parts in the Concert-Musique were sung by a mere four university students. 38 This hap-

pened under the direction of the organist, but under the responsibility of Director Musices 

Bach. 

                                                      
31 Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum III, Wolffenbüttel 1619, p. 91f. 
32 Wagner 1986, p. 283f. 
33 Printz: see endnote C. See also Parrott 2000, p. 29-41. 
34 Glöckner 2004, p. 93, footnote 35. 
35 Parrott 2000, p. 33. 
36 Geck 2000, p. 195. 
37 Andreas Glöckner, 'Die Musikpflege an der Leipziger Neukirche zur Zeit Johann Sebastian Bachs', 

Beiträge zur Bach-Forschung, Heft 8, Leipzig 1990, p. 85. 
38 Geck 2000, p. 195; Rifkin 2012, p. 128. 
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Kuhnau was still working with ripienists in Leipzig. His former pupil Christoph 

Graupner provided the music for his application in Leipzig with parts for ripienists. But back 

in Darmstadt he hardly ever made ripienists parts anymore. 39 The same applies to Bach: 

when he applied for a position in Leipzig he made ripienists parts, but shortly after his ap-

pointment he stopped doing so. In Eisenach, Georg Philipp Telemann had only four singers 

at his disposal, in Frankfurt and Hamburg eight. The four ripienists always had separate 

parts; they were mainly used on feast days. 40 Bach's Collegium Musicum also worked mainly 

with OVPP. 41 

Comments by Johann Adolph Scheibe, who stayed in Leipzig until 1736, are quoted 

as an argument for the proposition of MVPP in Leipzig. 42 But these quotations should not be 

taken out of their context: one quotation, for instance, explicitly concerns the performance of 

motets, B another one, about the size of the choir, is an idealized representation of a choir 

with only German women and men, without Italians, suitable for theatre and church; K the 

quotation thus does not describe the actual situation in German churches. However, espe-

cially for church music with timpani and trumpets, Scheibe asked for a multiple voiced vocal 

cast, otherwise the sound would be too weak. L In other words, Scheibe only asked for ripie-

nists for motets and works with large casts.  

Thus, as Schulze rightly points out, there was no single church music practice 

throughout Lutheran Germany at the time of Bach. 43 There was a variety of practices, vary-

ing from place to place, from city churches to court chapels, with ensembles consisting of 

professional singers, amateurs, students and/or schoolboys. Therefore practices in other 

places do not tell us much about Leipzig and Bach's working methods. For the time being, 

we can only conclude that single voiced vocal parts, also in choruses, were not uncommon in 

eighteenth-century German concert church music; it was only in the second half of the cen-

tury that larger vocal choirs became more common. 

The quantitative relationship between singers and instrumentalists  
The Collegium Musicum in Leipzig under Melchior Hoffmann (1715) and Telemann (1718) 

was large: 40 to 60 musicians. 44 Mattheson, too, wanted a large instrumental cast in large 

churches, I, M and Johann Matthias Gesner mentioned (with Bach) 30 to 40 musicians. N It is 

striking that in all these cases no large numbers of singers are mentioned. Various contempo-

rary researchers emphasize that large instrumental ensembles also require large vocal en-

sembles, in order to achieve a balanced sound. They think that an orchestra of 20 to 30 peo-

ple should have a choir of at least twelve singers. The main churches in Leipzig would be too 

big for only four singers. 45 But as already argued in § V.1, a larger number of singers does 

not have that much effect: it is more important that the singers sing loudly. From various 

sources it can be concluded that a number of four to eight singers can be enough in combina-

tion with a large orchestra. In his recollection of the performances in the Neue Kirche under 

                                                      
39 Rifkin 2002, p. 31. 
40 Ute Poetzsch, 'Chor im 18. Jahrhundert? Zur Diskussion um <Bachs Chor>', Concerto 237, 2011, pp. 

28-30. 
41 Herbert R. Pankratz, 'J. S. Bach and His Leipzig Collegium Musicum', The Musical Quarterly 69/3, 

1983, pp. 323-353, at p. 348. 
42 Wagner 1986, p. 286f. 
43 Schulze 2003, p, 269. 
44 Glöckner 2011, p. 583. 
45 Wagner 1986, p. 278f.; Glöckner 2010, p. 220. 
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Hoffmann (1705-1715) Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel mentioned a total of 40 musicians, but the 

accompanying Singechor apparently consisted of only four named singers, including two fal-

settists. O At the commemoration of the Augsburg Confession in Wittenberg in 1755 eight sing-

ers sang along with 33 instrumentalists. 46 According to the known line-up from 1746-1748 of 

the Grosse Concert-Gesellschaft in Leipzig (fig. V.1) this ensemble consisted of 26 members. 

Only one member was an exclusive singer; five members could be used as singers, but also 

as ripieno string players. 47 

Parrott has calculated the ratio between the number of singers and the number of in-

strumentalists from available data from all of Germany at the time of Bach. 48 This usually 

lies between 1 : 2.5 and 1 : 7. In other words, even when the total number of musicians was 

large, it is not obvious that the number of singers was correspondingly large. Singers were 

expected to sing loudly (see § XV.2), and instrumentalists were expected not to drown out 

the singers. 49 Conductors from the first half of the 18th century apparently sought splendour 

in a larger number of instrumentalists rather than in a larger number of singers. 

 

In the German church music of the 18th century a distinction must be made 

between (1) motets in 16th century style, which could be performed with single 

or multiple voices per part, with or without colla parte playing instrumental-

ists, (2) music in 17th century style with single-voiced vocal and instrumental 

choirs of concertists and often in addition optional Capellas with ripieno 

players, which could be single- or multiple-voiced, and (3) music in 'modern' 

18th century style, without Capellas, in which single voices were not uncom-

mon. Even a large instrumental cast was often combined with a small vocal 

cast. 
 

 

2. Did Bach's vocal ripienists read along with concertists?  

Problem statement  

In Mühlhausen, Weimar and Köthen Bach (almost) always had single-voiced vocal parts. In 

1714 the court chapel in Weimar had three altos, two tenors and one bass; 50 in 1716 it had 

two sopranos (Discantists), one alto, two tenors and one bass. 51 The use of four ripienists 

alongside four concertists was thus impossible without outside help. Bach was not expected 

to perform church music in Köthen; singers were often hired in. 52 The secular cantatas that 

he composed in Köthen, some of which he reused in Leipzig in 1723 and 1724 as church can-

tatas, were evidently intended for soloists. BWV 173a and 184a had no four-part choir at all 

                                                      
46 Parrott 2010, p. 231. 
47 Parrott 2000, p. 128. 
48 Parrott 1998, p. 640f.; Parrott 2000, p. 128; Parrott 2010, p. 229. 
49 Parrott 2000, p. 131f. 
50 BD II, no. 69, p. 55. 
51 BD II, no. 80, p. 62f. 
52 BD II, no. 93, p. 72. 
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in Köthen. The term tutti in the textbooks of BWV 134a may indicate that all singers and 

players played at the same time; it does not necessarily mean that ripieno singers partici-

pated alongside the two solo singers. 53 In other words, when Bach accepted his position as 

cantor and Music-Director in Leipzig in 1723, he probably only had experience with single-

voiced vocal parts. 

In 1708 Bach made use of the multi-choir Concerto practice in Mühlhausen in his fes-

tive cantata Gott ist mein König BWV 71. Each of the five choirs had its own bass instrument: 

the trumpets had timpani, the strings a violone, the oboes a bassoon, the recorders a (high) 

cello, and the singers of course a vocal bass. In this way five full choirs sounded from differ-

ent corners of the church. To these choirs was added a single organ part. For the singers only, 

Bach created parts for ripienists, who sang only a limited amount of music along with the 

concertists. A wavy line at the bottom of the page in the score indicates the singing along of 

the ripienists. Bach mentioned as follows that the ripienists were optional: âb 18. è se piace 22. 

This terminology makes it clear that the eighteen parts (the organ part was not counted) 

were singly voiced. By doubling the singers there were twenty-two musicians: à 22 in this 

case literally means: with twenty-two musicians (besides the organist). The ripienists did not 

sing along from the parts of the concertists, they had separate parts. That makes it plausible 

that the four ripienists sat in a separate place like a Capella, like a sort of sixth choir. Appar-

ently BWV 71 is a work in the 17th century Capella tradition (concerto style) described above. 

One may place BWV 71 next to a well comparable council change cantata from Leip-

zig, Preise, Jerusalem, den Herrn BWV 119 from 1723, of which the opening chorus was also 

written for five choirs. The trumpets again had timpani as their accompanying bass instru-

ment, and the singers their bass. But the recorders did not have their own cello, the oboes no 

bassoon, and the strings no violone. All these bass instruments were present (even plurally), 

but together with the organ and the harpsichord they played one common continuo part. 

Apparently the choirs no longer formed separate units in terms of their distribution across 

the space. BWV 119, in contrast to BWV 71, is a work in the modern 18th century style. 54 

The smaller importance of the use of space in the 18th century immediately raises a 

new question: were vocal ripienists in the 18th century still placed separately from con-

certists? If so, separate parties were inevitable. If not, they could read along from the con-

certists parts. As with Bach in Leipzig there is usually only one vocal part per voice, it is im-

portant to know how many singers sang from that one part. With the instrumentalists (§ V.2) 

it was concluded that Bach always made a separate part for his concertists, certainly if they 

were city musicians, possibly because they were positioned separately from the ripienists. 

Ripienists (pupils and students) could play together from one part, but not together with the 

concertists. In order to investigate whether a similar situation applied to Bach's singers, our 

sources are pictures and Bach's scores and parts. 

                                                      
53 See the Glossary in Chapter I. The autographic music of BWV 66.1 has not survived; the music of all 

other Köthen cantatas has also been lost. 
54 Optional ripienists parts have been transmitted  for BWV 71, but not for BWV 119. But this does not 

mean that no ripienists sang along. Of all the surviving Leipzig cantatas for council changes no parts 

have been transmitted, only a score - except for BWV 29. And it is precisely of this cantata that vocal 

ripienists parts have been preserved. 
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Information from iconography  
In their attempts to find out whether ripienists read along from the parts of concertists, re-

searchers have looked for clues in drawings, engravings and paintings of such performances. 

Images from another period, from another country, or with only instrumental music have  

little informative value in this context. Furthermore, it must be clear what kind of music is 

involved: the mere fact that singers read together from parts when singing motets, in a Ca-

pella, to support congregational singing, with worldly music or with Currende singing, is no 

indication, let alone proof, that they did so in choruses in cantatas. On the basis of all this 

Rifkin and Parrott could dismiss as irrelevant many images mentioned by others. 55 This also 

applies to two images which have been mentioned more often; however, they are worth  

examining here by way of example.  

A picture from 1712 shows a performance of concerted music at the organ gallery in 

Freiberg (fig. 1). In addition to about eleven instrumentalists, three singers are visible to the 

left of the conductor (as seen from the spectator) and five to his right. Parts of the singers 

standing in front are visible. Four ripienists with one long desk are placed apart on the right 

side of the picture. It can be assumed that all rear singers in the middle are ripienists, who 

read along with the front singers. But whether these back singers really read along or had 

their own part, is not visible. The ripienists on the right form a Capella, possibly together with 

the (also right placed) group of trumpet players. Apparently this is music in the 17th century 

concerto style. In that case it is quite possible that the singers standing to the left and right of 

the conductor together formed one or two concertists choirs. Anyway, from this engraving it 

cannot be concluded that in 18th century 'modern' music ripienists from the same part sang 

along with concertists. 

The hymn book Unfehlbare Engel-Freude from 1710 published in Leipzig (fig. 2a/b) contains an 

engraving of an ensemble performing church music. 56 Apparently it is not a performance of 

a motet, but of concerted music, with groups of singers and instrumentalists. The image, 

however, is not clear. Parrott sees one group of four concertists and two Capellas; Glöckner 

thinks there are four groups of three singers, singing together from one part. The enlarge-

ment of a detail of the engraving (fig. 2b) shows on the right (in exaggerated perspective) 

three desks, on which there are always four parts. Around these desks there are always two 

adults, and (but that is not always clear) two boys. In the front group, behind the Director, a 

prefect is visible who is also beating time; the last foursome also has a time beating prefect. 

The singers seem to be divided into one quartet of concertists and two quartets of ripienists. 

In the arrangement as shown in the pictures above only one singer per quartet could read his 

part; this is of course not realistic. Apparently the draughtsman has chosen a more optically 

satisfactory division of the singers, and probably also of the instrumentalists, none of whom 

have parts. There seem to be two groups of ripienists standing apart, or there are three single 

voiced vocal choirs. The conclusion must be: reading together from one part does not appear 

from this engraving either. 

Images from Bach's time showing a choir of twelve to sixteen singers performing 

'modern' concert church music together with instrumentalists are not known. Nor are there 

                                                      
55 Boyd 1984, p. 431; Rifkin 1984, p. 591; Koopman 1996, p. 614; Rifkin 1997, p. 303; Parrott 1997, p. 298; 

Koopman 1998, p. 247; Ibid. 1998/II, p. 116f.; Parrott 1998; pp. 639, 642f. 
56 Parrott 2000, p. 54f.; Glöckner 2004, p. 92; 119; Parrott 2010/II, p. 28 ; Glöckner 2011, p. 578. 
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any depictions of 18th century concerted church music, clearly showing singers reading from 

a single part together. 57 

 

 

Fig. 2a/b. Left: Friedrich Groschuff, engraving Frontispice Unfehlbare Engelfreude, 

Leipzig 1710. Right: detail, enlarged. 

Information from Bach's parts and scores  
In 1976 Alfred Dürr observed that a normal complete set of parts of a Bach cantata consisted 

of single parts, except for the violins and the (untransposed) continuo: of these parts doublets 

were made (§ V.2). The parts for the singers were therefore not duplicated, with a few excep-

tions. More parts than the ones mentioned above are essentially never found, fewer parts, 

however, are. The violin and continuo doublets are often missing, presumably as a result of 

                                                      
57 Parrott 1998, p. 542; Ibid. 2000, p. 54f.; Ibid 2010/II, p. 28. 
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the way they have come down to us: at the time of the division of the estate, the parts and 

scores were apparently often divided in such a way that the doublets were added to the 

scores. When the scores were lost, the doublets met the same fate. And even if the scores 

have been preserved, the rather useless doublets may not have been. Nevertheless, more 

string and continuo doublets have survived than vocal ripieno parts: violin doublets have 

been preserved of 92 works, and vocal ripieno parts of only 10 works. 58 

From the scores and parts, it can be deduced that Bach in any case called in ripienists 

for the two cantatas Jesus nahm zu sich die Zwölfe BWV 22 and Du wahrer Gott und Davids Sohn 

BWV 23.2, which he performed in 1723 on the occasion of his application to Leipzig. In doing 

so he was in keeping with the tradition there. Probably for the same reason he continued to 

employ ripienists in the first four cantatas he performed after his appointment: Die Elenden 

sollen essen BWV 75, Die Himmel erzählen die Ehre Gottes BWV 76 (Fig. 3a, b, c), Ich hatte viel 

Bekümmernis BWV 21.3 and probably Ein ungefarbt Gemüte BWV 24. 

 

 
Fig. 3a. BWV 76, opening chorus, score, m. 62-68a.  

Start tenor solo in m. 68; indication 'solo' missing. 

 

                                                      
58 Ibid. 1997, p. 298. 
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Fig. 3b. BWV 76, opening chorus, soprano concertist part, from m. 55.  

17 bars rest from m. 60, from m. 77 'solo', from m. 94 'tutti'. 

 
Fig. 3c. BWV 76, opening chorus, soprano ripienist part, from m. 55. 

34 bars rest from m. 60; next notes in m. 94. 

 

After this Bach evidently stopped using ripienists systematically. Only in about five cantatas 

for large forces (trumpets, timpani) on special occasions, 59 and also in a number of works by 

other composers, did he prescribe ripienists, at least insofar as traces of them have been pre-

served. In addition, ripienists were used in a re-performance of the Mass in A BWV 234 and 

the Johannes-Passion BWV 245. Finally, the second vocal choir in the Matthäus-Passion BWV 

244 can be regarded as a ripieno choir that occasionally acquired an independent status. 60 

Three different types of data show that Bach used ripienists in the above works: 

 

1. The existence of parts for ripienists. A complete set of parts for ripienists has been pre-

served for BWV 23.2, 21.3, 29, 195.2 and 245.2; incomplete sets of parts exist for BWV 

63 (A,T), 76 (S,S,A), 134.2 (S) and 110 (S,A,T). Remarkable are the two ripieno soprano 

parts of BWV 76. 61 

2. Markings in concertists parts. In some parts of a number of cantatas solo and tutti mark-

ings have been made in surviving concertists parts. This always concerns differentia-

tion: the ripienists did not sing all the notes. These entries are fairly complete for 

BWV 76/1 and 21.1/6, 9, 11; they are incomplete for BWV 24/3. The concertists parts of 

BWV 23.1, 110 and 195.3 lack such entries. That they are also missing in the parts for 

BWV 63, 29 and 245.2 is logical: here the ripienists joined the concertists in all cho-

ruses. Logically, tutti markings are missing in all chorales, as well as in the choruses 

                                                      
59 BWV 63 (1723?), 110 (1727-1731), 29 (1731 and 1749), 195 (ca. 1742 and 1749) and 191 (1745). 
60 Daniel R. Melamed, Hearing Bach's Passions, Oxford 2005, p. 29f. 
61 An extra soprano part for BWV 121 cannot have been intended for a ripienist: that part does not con-

tain only the 'choral' sections. 
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BWV 21.1/2 and 234/1, 2. Apparently the ripienists sang these along in full. The mark-

ings in the three surviving vocal parts of BWV 234/6 (ca. 1748) have almost all been 

removed later, presumably for a new performance. It is not clear whether the ripie-

nists did not sing along at that time or whether they sang along in full. 62 

3. Markings in scores. For BWV 195 and 234, solo and tutti notations are quite complete in 

the scores. Incomplete are the markings in the scores of BWV 75/1 and 76/1. In BWV 

22/1 and 191/3 the use of ripienists is indicated roughly with one or more wavy lines 

at the bottom of the bar system (as in the score of the early cantata 71). The scores of 

BWV 23.1/3, 24/3, 110/1, 245.4 and 29/1 lack indications. 

 

One might ask what was the purpose of those solo and tutti indications. Three answers are 

conceivable: 

1. They are a clue to the copyist, who, using the score or concerto part as a starting 

point, had to write the ripieno part. This possibility, adhered to by Rifkin, has the ob-

jection that the numbers mentioned show that Bach was rather careless with these en-

tries (BWV 23, 75, 76, 24, 234, 110, 195), both in score and concertists parts. The re-

moval of the indications in the concertante parts of BWV 234 would also have been 

completely superfluous, for the ripieno parts were already finished. 

2. They are intended for ripienists, who read along from the concertante part. This op-

tion also has the disadvantage of the sloppiness with which the solo and tutti indica-

tions are noted. In BWV 21 old concertists parts for soprano and alto were possibly 

later used as ripieno parts. Using the solo/tutti indications, the parts were made suita-

ble for this purpose. But this does not mean that the ripienists read along with the 

concertists, for they had their own (new) parts. 

3. They are indications (in the concertists parts) that at these moments ripienists did or 

did not sing along from their own parts. This possibility seems to offer the best expla-

nation: possibly it was a service for the concertists. It was not a disaster when that 

service was missing or incomplete. 

 
Of the thirteen works mentioned above for which it is known that ripienists were used at one 

time or another, there are thus ten in which, at least in one movement, differentiation be-

tween concertists and ripienists took place. Of these ten, this is known because differentia-

tion is apparent from the score or the concertists parts. And of these only four have ripieno 

parts. Presumably the ripieno parts of the other six works have been lost, because not all of 

the concertists parts contain indications of differentiation.  

In the chorales and choirs BWV 21/2 and 234/1 and 2, in which Bach used ripienists 

but did not apply differentiation, the participation of ripienists cannot be deduced from the 

scores and concertists parts alone: there are no solo/tutti indications. Of all three works men-

tioned without differentiation (BWV 63, 29, 245.2) ripienists parts have been preserved. This 

is logical: also in these works the participation of ripienists is not obvious from the scores 

and the concert parts. 63 In the first place, it can be deduced from these data that Bach applied 

                                                      
62 Emil Platen / Marianne Helms, NBA II/2, Kritischer Bericht, Kassel 1982, p. 78f. 
63 Based on the lack of indications in the score, the absence of ripienists, and the sloppiness in the con-

certante parts of BWV 24, Rifkin suggests that Bach originally intended to use ripienists but changed 

his mind later, even before the first performance of this cantata. Rifkin 2002, p. 33f. 
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differentiation in very few works, namely in no more than the ten mentioned. After all, oth-

erwise this would have been evident from ripieno parts, or from solo/tutti entries in the score 

or the concertists parts, and these entries are completely lacking. Parrott thinks he can de-

duce from these numbers that Bach almost always differentiated when he used ripienists. 64 

But one can also reason the other way round: only in those works in which Bach differenti-

ated can the participation of ripieno singers be decided upon on the basis of the indications 

in the scores and concertists parts. It could be assumed that Bach used ripienists much more 

often, but without differentiating. In that case, either ripienists parts must have been made, 

which have been lost, or the ripienists read the choral movements from the concertists parts. 

Contrary to Koopman's assumption, 65 it is statistically improbable that (vocal) ripienists 

parts were lost on a large scale: the other doublets have been preserved on a much larger 

scale. Only if ripienists sang along from the concertists part is it understandable that ripie-

nists normally sang along. 

The position of ripienists  
Researchers like Schering, Robert Marshall, Koopman, Wolff, Siegbert Rampe and Glöckner 

think that ripienists in Bach's cantatas almost always read along from concertists parts; 66 

Rifkin and Parrott think that this never happened. The arguments, so far as not discussed 

above, are the following.  

 Glöckner notes that nowhere is it described that Bach's concertists and ripienists did 

not stand side by side. 67 On the other hand, it is also nowhere described that they did. An 

argument against read-alongs is a possible analogy with the instrumental parts: here the con-

certists parts were intended for one player (§ V.2). 68 If one assumes that the ripienists sang 

along with everything except the arias and recitatives, ripienists could know what to sing 

along with and what not, according to MVPP adepts. But that is by no means always true.  

In a number of cantatas chorales are alternated with recitatives (BWV 27/1, 73/1, 95/1). The 

beginning of the recitative passages is usually indicated in the parts by Recit. (not in BWV 

95). But at the beginning of the four-voice chorale there is no tutti or Chor or the like. In BWV 

16/2 and 181/4 a recitative is followed by a chorus. In BWV 16 a double line at the transition 

indicates Aria tutti (suggesting OVPP); in BWV 181 after a double line there is no warning 

that a chorus begins here. Finally, in BWV 44/1 a duet for tenor and bass passes into a chorus 

                                                      
64 Parrott 1996, pp. 562-567. A point that speaks in his favour is the recent history of BWV 23, described 

in Rifkin 2003, p. 573f. Until 2002 the ripien parts were still missing, even when Wolff provided the 

NBA for this cantata. Rifkin had predicted that Bach had indeed made ripienoids for this cantata, be-

cause BWV 23 was one of the first cantatas that Bach performed in Leipzig. Parrott had predicted that 

in part 3 (Aller Augen) the first four-part theme probably had to be sung solo, as no instruments played 

colla parte. In 2002 Wolff described the discovery of the ripieno parts. This showed that both Rifkin and 

Parrott were right. 
65 Koopman 1998, p. 241f. 
66 E.g.  Schering 1936, p. 30; Marshall 1983, p. 21; Koopman 1998, p. 245; Glöckner 2011, p. 580f.; Chris-

toph Wolff, Wiederentdeckt und Wiedergewonnen. Das Notenarchiv der Sing-Akademie aus der Perspektive 

der Musikforschung, Heidelberg 2002, p. 189f.; Siegbert Rampe, 'Bach Interpretation und Historische 

Wirklichkeit' [Bach Interpretationen (Zürcher Musikstudien), hrsg. v. Hans-Joachim Hinrichsen und 

Dominik Sackmann, Bern 2003, pp. 9-46]; Bach und die Nachwelt, Band 4, hrsg. v. Joachim Lüdtke, 

Laaber 2005, pp. 121-156., at p. 143. 
67 Glöckner 2011, p. 583. 
68 Rifkin 1997, p. 303f. 
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(part 2). At this place there is no tutti or Chor indication; not even a double line is noted (Fig. 

4). 

 

 
Fig. 4. BWV 44, tenor part, closing part 1 (duet tenor and bass 'Sie werden euch  

in den Bann thun') and beginning part 2 (chorus 'Es kömmt aber die Zeit'). 

 

So in these cases there is usually no warning when a chorus starts. How simple it would 

have been to put tutti or something similar in the score at the start of the chorus. It looks as if 

Bach did not expect ripienists to read from the parts. 

There are ripienists parts for Bach's Johannes-Passion, but this does not automatically exclude 

the possibility that some of the ripienists read along from the concertists parts. However, the 

part for the tenor (concertist) is entitled Evangelista, so apparently intended for the evangelist 

alone. It also contains all recitatives, arias, choruses and chorales. In the concertist part for 

the bass, which also contains the words of Christ, for number 32 (Mein Teurer Heiland) there 

is only the part for the aria. The bass part of the chorale sung at the same time is only in the 

ripieno part (the other concertists sing this chorale along). In other words, no ripienists could 

sing along from this concertist part. There are no indications in the concertists parts that ri-

pienists might have sung along from them. 69 

 In the Matthäus-Passion, the part of the tenor from the first choir is titled Evangelista, 

Tenore 1. Chori, and that of the bass Jesus, Basso 1. Chori. So here too a solo part is obvious. The 

terminology in the score at the beginning of part 27b (Sind Blitze, sind Donner) is also worth 

noting. The instrumental continuo line reads: Tutti li Bassi in unison (fig. 5). But the vocal bass 

parts, which are notated in one system on this page for lack of space, are marked in the mar-

gin: Basso 1 Chori and Basso 2. So singular, not: Bassi, or Tutti li Bassi. 70 Moreover, both tenor 

parts were summarized under the title due Tenori. Of course Basso could mean the bass part, 

and not just one bass singer, and due Tenori could likewise mean two tenor parts, but if these 

parts were singular the notated phrasing is more consistent with that. This idea is supported 

by the fact that elsewhere (§ V.2) instrumental parts in scores are sometimes notated in plural 

(Violoni, Fagotti etc.). This would have been pointless if only the part had been indicated.  

 

Fig. 5. BWV 244.2, score, 

Transition movement 27a (soprano and alto) to 27b (altos, tenors, basses, continuo). 

                                                      
69 Rifkin 1982, p. 748f.; Ibid. 1997, p. 305. 
70 Butt 1998, p. 102. 
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All these arguments lead to the conclusion that there is no evidence to support the assump-

tion that Bach had ripienists read along from the concertists parts, whereas there is evidence 

that he did not. If concertists and ripienists were standing side by side, it would have been 

efficient if they had read from the same parts; notes such as solo and tutti would have suf-

ficed. There are no such notes (except in four exceptions mentioned above). Hard evidence is 

lacking, however.  

Even if it is assumed that ripienists did not read along from the concertists parts, this 

does not answer the question whether ripienists as a group stood apart. If there are separate 

ripienists parts that differ from the concertists parts (differentiation), the usefulness of such 

parts is obvious: they say nothing about the position of the ripienists. However, it seems 

likely that the question whether ripienists stood apart must be answered in the affirmative. 

After all, if separate ripieno parts are no different from the choruses in concertists parts (as is 

essentially the case everywhere in the Johannes-Passion) and the ripienists did not stand apart 

one might wonder why these parts were written in the first place. Reading along would then 

have been possible; after all, status considerations as with the instrumentalists did not apply. 

 

There are no indications that Bach allowed ripienists to sing along from the 

concertists parts, but there are indications to the contrary. It seems plausible 

that in Bach's case ripienists were standing elsewhere as a separate group, as 

was customary in the 17th century,  
 

 

3. How many singers sang from Bach’s vocal parts in Leipzig? 

Arguments in favour of MVPP  
As the arguments mentioned in § 1 and 2 do not exclude the possibility that Bach (some-

times) had ripienists read from concertists parts, more definitive information about the num-

ber of singers per part will have to be sought in a different way. Below are six arguments that 

have been put forward in the OVPP discussion in defence of the thesis that Bach indeed al-

ways applied MVPP, followed by possible counter-arguments. 

 

1. Some authors believe (without any proof) that Bach continued to use ripienists after 

the first four cantatas from 1723. They would have read along from the concertantists 

parts, but Bach would no longer have found it necessary to note this in the parts and 

score. 71 

Against this it can be argued that Bach did note such instructions later in his 

re-enactments of BWV 63, 110, 29, 195 and 191. Parts often contain many in-

structions (dynamics, articulation, ornamentation), but rarely solo and tutti 

notes. If ripienists participated on a large scale, it would be hard to explain 

why such instructions are so often lacking. Maybe Bach stopped using ripie-

nists after the first four cantatas in Leipzig because it was a lot of work for him 

                                                      
71 E.g. Dürr 1986, p. 257. 
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to organise, whereas he had been used to working with soloists all his life. It is 

conceivable that he found the results with ripienists unsatisfactory. 72 

2. Why do some arias have a note like Aria Soprano solo, when there was only one so-

prano?  

In the Glossary one can read that the term solo can mean that ripienists were 

silent here, but also that no other concertists sang along. In this sense Aria solo 

means: aria for one singer only, no duet or terzet. BWV 84 is a cantata for so-

prano solo, concluded with a four-part chorale. The scoring is indicated as: à 

Soprano Solo è 3 Ripiëni. The chorale singers are called ripienists, not con-

certists. But there is no ripienist for the soprano part. This can only mean that 

all the parts were sung solo. Similar formulations can be found in other solo 

cantatas with final chorales (BWV 55, 56, 169). 73 

3. It would be absurd for Christ himself to sing the aria Mein teurer Heiland after his 

death in the Johannes-Passion. 74 

This argument testifies to a romantic interpretation of the singers' roles. Bach 

chose to notate the notes of Christ and the aria in the same part; he could have 

chosen differently. The choir too can have all kinds of conflicting functions, 

and the singers who performed the parts of the evangelist and of Christ were 

part of that choir. 75 

4. It would be illogical for Bach not to use ripienists in choruses with a large instrumen-

tal cast, as the singers would not be heard well in a large church. 76 

In § V.1 it has already been stated that more singers do not make for a much 

stronger sound. Moreover, Bach sometimes wrote arias for large ensembles, in 

which certainly only one singer sang. Incidentally, it is true that Bach occa-

sionally had ripienists sing along with concertists in works with a large casts. 
77 

5. Singers would not be able to sing both solo and choir parts consecutively in a passion 

or in the great mass BWV 232.4. 78 

This does indeed require a great deal of effort from singers, but practice has 

shown that good professional singers are able to do this. 

6. Some researchers cannot imagine that the City Council paid 17 alumni for the first 

choir, whereas Bach had only four of them sing in his cantatas. 79  

However, the Council itself had chosen to admit pupils as alumni who had 

nothing to offer musically, and they had also chosen to have pupils trained to 

play instruments in order to save costs (§ IV.1). 

7. In Johann Nikolaus Forkel's 1802 Bach biography, he mentioned that Bach had at his 

disposal "the choir of the Leipzig Thomas-Schule", which would have "always" con-

sisted of 50 or more singers. P 

                                                      
72 Butt 1998, p. 102f.; Parrott 2000, p. 44. 
73 Parrott 2000, p. 39. 
74 Koopman 1998/II, p. 115. 
75 Butt 1998, p. 103f. 
76 Wolff 2002, p. 190; Koopman 2009, p. 25; Glöckner 2010, p. 220; Jerold 2017, p. 59ff. 
77 Rifkin 2003, p. 576f. 
78 Koopman 2009, p. 25. 
79 Schulze 2003, p. 269; Glöckner 2010, p. 218. 
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Forkel did not explain what information he derived this number from. It 

seems likely that he interpreted the total number of alumni as Bach's vocal 

choir. During performances of cantatas, however, Bach had only the first choir 

with on average about 17 alumni at his disposal, a substantial part of whom 

had to play an instrument. 80 

 

In anticipation of Chapter VIII it can be stated here that it was practically impossible to place 

more than four ripienists in the Nikolaikirche. Yet cantata BWV 29, for instance, was per-

formed in the Nikolaikirche with ripienists. So apparently both concertists and ripienists parts 

were sung single-voiced. 

Information from the school regulations  
The school regulations of 1723 (Schulordnung) have been used by some researchers to prove 

that all available singers in the first choir participated in the cantatas and sang with multiple 

persons from one part. 81 The tasks of the pupils are listed in Chapter XIII of these rules. Here 

especially the articles 1 - 5 are of importance. Q Glöckner thinks he can deduce from these 

that the singers took part in all figural music. 82 But probably these rules were noted in the 

order of the liturgy (Chapter IX), in which case that conclusion is incorrect. 83 More im-

portantly, the Music before the sermon (the cantata) and the optional Music after the sermon 

do not appear in the Schulordnung. The concerning chapter XIII was taken over rather un-

changed from the old School Order from 1634 (still in Latin), when cantatas did not yet exist 

at all. 84 The new rules were made by delegates of the Council, so by bureaucrats, not by ex-

perts in the field of liturgy and church music. As this was not the intention of the renewal de-

scribed in § IV.1, it is understandable that they did not reformulate this part of the Ordnung. 

It must be concluded that the school order is not suitable for drawing conclusions about the 

number of singers in cantatas and concerted music after the sermon. 

Information from the Memorandum 
In Bach's Memorandum he made it very clear that he wanted his first Sunday choir to consist 

of twelve, or preferably sixteen, singers (Memorandum, see endnote A, § 4). But it does not 

say that he really had twelve or sixteen good singers at his disposal in his first choir. Nor 

does it say that he wanted to use them all in the performance of the concerted Music. The 

Memorandum (see Chapter IV) was written, in the first place, as a protest against the new 

policy concerning the acceptance of alumni by the Council, which threatened to further re-

duce the number of musically able boys. In the second place Bach protested against the with-

drawal by the Council of the remuneration for students who assisted in the performance of 

cantatas by playing (especially traverso and violin) or singing (especially bass, sometimes 

tenor) (Memorandum, § 8, 9). Bach put forward arguments against these threatening 

                                                      
80 Jerold 2017, p. 61. Jerold bases her theory of large choirs on several faulty assumptions and debata-

ble translations from German into English, on older music in Capella style, and on much information 

from the post-Bach era, among other things. 
81 Koopman 1998, p. 245; Glöckner 2004, p. 91; Glöckner 2010, p. 218f. Rifkin's response: e.g., Rifkin 

2012, p. 120f. 
82 Glöckner 2004, p. 91. 
83 Rifkin 2012, p. 121f. 
84 Michel Maul, ',welche ieder Zeit aus den 8 besten Subjectis bestehen muß'. Die erste ,Cantorey' der 

Thomasschule - Organisation, Aufgaben, Fragen', BJ 99, 2013, pp. 11-78., at pp. 65-70. 
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measures. He stressed that he needed many good musical alumni, both to sing and to play, 

and he tried to show that their numbers were too low at the time. Partly for this reason, he 

also needed money to pay students. What obscures the picture is that whereas the instru-

mentalists in the services had one clear function (namely to play along in cantatas), the sing-

ers had more tasks: singing (1) chorales and responses, (2) motets and (3) cantatas (concerted 

music). Performing the last category Bach called musiciren. He did mention the distinction 

between these three tasks, but he did not elaborate on it, which creates uncertainty with the 

reader. For this reason, the data about the singers can be interpreted less unambiguously 

than those about the instrumentalists. 85 

The Memorandum was not primarily intended for the musically gifted, but for the – 

intellectually educated – members of the Council. For this reason, Bach began with a brief ex-

planation of the singers he had at his disposal: sopranos, altos, tenors and basses (Memoran-

dum § 1). For church pieces (Kirchen-Stücken) they were divided into concertists and ripie-

nists. The number of concertists was normally four, but could also be five, six, seven or eight. 

This makes it clear that Bach was not only talking about cantatas: these were almost without 

exception written for the 'normal' number of four concertists. Five, six, seven or eight con-

certi must refer to the motets from Bodenschatz's collection, from which each of the first 

three Sunday choirs was to sing one motet at the beginning of the service (§ IV.1). 

 Fig. 6. Erhard Bodenschatz, Florilegium Portense, soprano part, title page. 

 

                                                      
85 Parrott 2000, p. 93f.; Konrad Küster, Bach Handbuch, Kassel 1999, p. 186f. 
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The title is significant (fig. 6): Florilegium Portense continens CXV Selectissimas Cantiones 4. 5. 6. 

7. 8. Vocum. These are exactly the same numbers Bach mentioned in his Memorandum. Ap-

parently (unlike Rifkin and Glöckner) 86 he also counted these motets among the 'church 

pieces'. This is an important conclusion, as the remainder of the Memorandum shows. Bach 

wrote that the number of ripienists had to be at least eight, namely two for each voice type. It 

is obvious that he was still referring to the double-choir motets, and not to cantatas. After all, 

for double-choir motets he would need (at least) eight ripienists in addition to eight con-

certists. Perhaps actually it should be read as: next to each concertist, he also needed (at least) 

one ripienist. However, many researchers interpret this as meaning that Bach required eight 

ripienists (or rather twelve) also with four concertists in cantatas. According to Glöckner the 

numbers mentioned must refer to Bach's cantatas, because their performance was Bach's only 

interest; the rest was left to the prefect and the organist. 87 This reasoning seems incorrect. 

That Bach also had the other tasks of the singers in mind is obvious from the fact that he 

linked the minimum number of singers to the ability to sing an eight-part motet and that he 

also mentioned the second, third and fourth Sunday choirs. 

Rifkin gives an extensive analysis of the Memorandum in his 2002 study, in which he 

mainly discusses the wording used by Bach, and concludes that Bach almost always per-

formed his cantatas with a single voice. The core of his argument is that Bach wanted to have 

sixteen singers in his first choir who were capable of singing cantatas, in order at least to 

have the possibility of performing a double choir piece with ripienists. 88 He does not make it 

clear, however, why Bach would want this when he rarely if ever made use of this possibil-

ity, and why Bach used very different numbers elsewhere in the Memorandum. 

One could also opt for an approach based on numbers. Bach had to divide 54 alumni 

(a 55th alumnus had a special status and did not have to sing) into four Sunday choirs: the 

first and second choirs sang alternately in the Thomas- and Nikolaikirche, the third choir in the 

Neue Kirche, and the fourth in the Peterskirche (and sometimes in the Johanniskirche). The sing-

ers of the first and second choirs had to be able to sing everything: concerted music, motets 

and chorales. 89 The singers of the third choir only had to sing motets and chorales (concerted 

music was provided by students), and the singers of the fourth choir only chorales. The sec-

ond choir performed concerted church music only on high days, but these were not Bach 

cantatas (Memorandum, § 3). For the sake of clarity the term Cantoreien is used here for the 

groups that performed at New Year and funerals, and for the choirs in church on Sundays 

and feast-days the term Sunday choirs (§ IV.1). As soon as Bach started writing about the vari-

ous choirs, he reduced the requirements mentioned: twelve voices per choir was sufficient 

(sixteen was better) in order to have eight voices left over in case of illness when singing 

double-choir motets. He did not mention ripienists and he did not mention cantatas explic-

itly (Memorandum, § 4). In the three Sunday choirs for the Thomas-, Nikolai- and Neue Kirche 

the pupils had to be all musical (Memorandum, § 3). Each musical choir included at least 

three sopranos, three altos, three tenors and three basses (Memorandum, § 4). It must be con-

cluded that Bach included not only the singing of cantatas but also of motets among the tasks 

                                                      
86 Rifkin 2002, p. 16; Glöckner 2011, p. 575. 
87 Glöckner 2011, p. 575. 
88 Rifkin 2002, p. 21f. 
89 Parrott 2000, p. 7f. Whenever Bach speaks of a choir, it should be borne in mind that he generally 

means the complete group of musicians, including any instrumentalists. The singers are not the choir, 

but are part of the choir. 
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of a musical choir, although he did not call the singing of motets musiciren. In another context 

he wrote that the first three choirs comprised twelve singers. R For the fourth choir eight 

singers were sufficient (for singing chorales). Possibly he wanted to have the possibility of 

singing chorales polyphonically, otherwise it is difficult to understand why he asked for two 

sopranos, two altos, two tenors and two basses for his fourth choir. 

Reading further in the Memorandum, Bach, according to his own statement, counted 

a total of seventeen 'usable' alumni who could sing concert music (Memorandum, § 10); these 

alumni will hereafter be called 'cantata singers'. Bach needed them in the first and second 

Sunday choirs, plus a prefect for the third Sunday choir; three prefects are mentioned by 

name. 90 This indicates that only about eight cantata singers were available for the first and 

second Sunday choirs. So in practice twelve cantata singers for the first choir was not possi-

ble. This becomes even clearer when it is borne in mind that Bach, according to his revers, 

was obliged to place good singers in the third Sunday choir as well, S while the Schulordnung 

stipulated that the third choir should contain eight trained singers and the fourth choir four. 
T These trained singers, however, did not have to be cantata singers. 

The eight cantata singers mentioned for Bach's own first choir correspond to the eight 

singers who made up the first Cantorei (the elite choir for the circumambulation in the New 

Year period and at weddings and funerals; § IV.1). Rifkin believes that Bach really claimed 

twelve or even sixteen cantata singers for the first choir, to have a pool or rostar from which 

he could choose singers at will. 91 This could be partly because Bach's demands on the singers 

of the second choir were lower than those for the first choir, and that the concerted music of 

the second choir - demanded only on high days - was simpler than Bach's own cantatas. U 

Nevertheless, concerted music generally had a higher degree of difficulty than motets, as 

Bach himself wrote in his Memorandum, so true cantata singers were needed in the second 

choir. For the second choir, if Bach claimed twelve cantata singers for his first choir, only 

four cantata singers would remain. This would mean that this second choir would not be 

able to fulfil its ambitions on high days in the event of illness. It is also more likely that not 

only the famous first Cantorei remained together in the first Sunday choir, but that the eight 

singers from the second Cantorei could also remain together in the second Sunday choir.  

Besides the seventeen cantata singers, Bach had a total of twenty singers at his dis-

posal who could sing motets, but not (yet) concerted music. According to his own statement, 

he needed twelve singers for the motets (Memorandum, § 4), including the third choir. In or-

der to have twelve singers available for the motets in the first and second choir, four motet 

singers were needed in addition to the eight cantata singers per choir; in the third choir, 

twelve motet singers. In total, all twenty available motet singers were thus assigned (4 + 4 + 

12). Of the seventeen ‘inept’ singers, who could only sing chorales, eight were needed for the 

fourth choir. The remaining nine could be distributed among other choirs; they could sing 

along with the chorales and the responses. 

                                                      
90 The Fourth Sunday choir (for the Peterskirche) also had a prefect, but he did not have to be a cantata 

singer. Rifkin 2012, p. 134f. 
91 Rifkin 2002, p. 25; Ibid. 2012, p. 21f. 
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Fig. 7. Trier's list of 1744/1745 with the names of the members of the four Sunday choirs. 

 

In 1731 the third choir contained only ten singers (divided into two sopranos, two altos, two 

tenors and four basses), in ca. 1737 thirteen, in 1740 ca. maybe twelve, in 1742 eleven and in 

1745 twelve singers. 92 A surviving list by Carl Friedrich Trier of the names of the various 

choirs from the 1744/1745 season shows that the first two choirs then each had seventeen 

alumni (Fig. 7). The third choir had thirteen alumni, and the fourth choir seven. 93 It should 

be noted here that the distribution was not automatically such that in each of the four choirs 

an equal number of members of each voice group was available. In other years the capacities 

of the alumni could also have been different.  

Armin Schneiderheinze calculated an acceptable ratio between the numbers of 

alumni per voice group for e.g. the first Sunday choir in 1744/1745 (three to four sopranos, 

four altos, four tenors, five or six basses), but he wrongly assumed that all seventeen alumni 

were cantata singers. 94 Restricting ourselves to the first Sunday choir, Bach had (in 1730) 

eight singers at his disposal who could sing cantatas, about four more to sing motets, and 

then a few more for the chorales and responses. 95 

                                                      
92 Schneiderheinze 1982, p. 35; Dokumente GLT VIII/C 61, p. 81f., Ibid. VIII/C 74, p. 90f.; Ibid. VII/C84 en 

85, p. 97ff., Ibid. VIII/C 92, p. 107f. 
93 Glöckner 2010, p. 216f.; Rifkin 2012, p. 135f.; Dokumente GLT VIII/C 88, p. 100ff. 
94 Schneiderheinze 1982, p. 36. 
95 In practice, these numbers will probably not have been so hard. Where Bach wrote that he needed at 

least twelve singers for each of the first three choruses, he defended this by pointing out that motets 
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But Bach went further in his Memorandum. A substantial proportion of his singers in 

the first choir played an instrument during the cantatas; in the second choir this applied only 

on feast days. As mentioned in § IV.1, Bach was instructed to teach the alumni not only vocal 

but also instrumental music, in order to save on expenses for instrumentalists. V Apparently 

this concerned a total of five to seven alumni (Memorandum, § 7). Of the maximum of 

twelve capable singers Bach had at his disposal (in addition to students such as traverso 

players, violinists, a bass singer and possibly a tenor), roughly half were thus playing. Only 

the other half was thus available for singing. That the ‘inept’ pupils would have played an 

instrument is not obvious: Bach does not call them musicians at all (gar keine Musici; Memo-

randum, § 10). 

Rector Johann August Ernesti noted in 1736 that until then one of the elite eight, 

namely the (previous) first prefect Maximilian Nagel, had "done nothing else, but play the 

violin". 96 It is enlightening to note that a prefect, who led the singers in motets, chorales and 

responses, could apparently have a very different function when performing the cantata. 

Bach evidently did not always deploy his eight cantata singers as singers. If moreover illness 

often reduced the number of available alumni (Memorandum, § 4), it is hardly conceivable 

that Bach could regularly deploy ripienists.  

Nowhere in his Memorandum did Bach ask for a larger number of singers or for the 

ratio of singers to instrumentalists to be corrected. He did, however, complain that the num-

ber of musically capable alumni was too small. He presented himself in the Memorandum as 

the court chapel master, which he was in his previous job, not as cantor. He referred to the 

ideal situation in Dresden, where professionals predominantly sang solo (Memorandum, § 

9). His concert music required different skills than those of most alumni (Memorandum, § 8, 

9). Even the level of city musicians he actually found below par (Memorandum, § 6). He also 

mentioned the students hired by Schelle and Kuhnau (Memorandum, § 8). How much more 

did Bach need such students, since his music (with recitatives and da-capo arias) was surely 

much more complex than that of these earlier Thomas cantors. 97 Because no alumni had to 

be employed as instrumentalists when singing motets, ripienists were probably feasible here. 

Possibly all 17 pupils in the first Sunday choir were used to support congregational singing. 

The conclusion that can be drawn from the Memorandum is that Bach did not have 

enough capable singers available for the performance of his cantatas to work regularly with 

vocal ripienists. It may be true that nowhere in the Memorandum does it literally say that 

Bach only performed his cantatas with OVPP, but Glöckner is wrong when he implies that 

this cannot be deduced from the Memorandum. 98 

Bach's wishes  
A number of researchers have raised the (relevant) question of whether it was really Bach's 

wish to have ripienists sing along so rarely. Perhaps he would have preferred to have ripie-

nists sing along at all times, if he had sufficient capable musicians at his disposal. After all, 

                                                      
are sometimes double-choired (per choros), and that there were often sick people. In other words, the 

parts in these motets were then sung in single voices. Of course, in the case of motets for four, five or 

six voices, it was often possible to sing them in double-voiced; one might conclude from the above re-

marks about ripienists that Bach did indeed do so. There was only one voice book available per voice, 

but two singers could well read from it.  
96 BD II, 383, p. 275. 
97 Geck 2003/II, p. 563; Glöckner 2004, p. 90. 
98 Glöckner 2011, p. 578. 
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the Memorandum shows that Bach resisted the shortage of such musicians. 99 Rampe won-

ders if, because of the difficulty of his music, Bach would have bought quality with a smaller 

ensemble. In response, Rifkin suggested that Bach may have thought his compositions 

sounded better when performed exclusively by concertists: ripienists were then deliberately 

avoided. Or perhaps Bach was dissatisfied with the quality of his ripienists. Another possi-

bility is that the engagement of a sufficient number of musicians was either too much work 

or too expensive. Rifkin suspects that Bach did not consider ripienists necessary, but con-

cludes that the question cannot be answered on the basis of the available evidence. 100 

If the score and parts contain no indication of the participation of ripienists, it is not 

impossible that Bach would have had them sing along if he had had sufficient good singers 

at his disposal. What would they have sung? Parrott analysed the scores and parts of works 

with ripienists in search of rules for the way in which Bach shaped differentiation. He then 

applied these to the Missa BWV 232.2. 101 He concluded that Bach allowed his ripienists to 

sing along in  

 

1. polyphonic pieces, but only where instruments play colla parte; in fugues this is 

often at later entries (this is evident, for instance, in BWV 22/1, 75/1, 76/1, 24/3);  

2. chorales (also chorale melodies in a choral piece, BWV 21.3/9);  

3. music in stile antico and alla breve (BWV 21.3/6, 23.2/4, 29/2), and  

4. Turba-choruses (BWV 244.2, 245.4).  

5. To this one might add: homophonic tutti sections (BWV 21.3/1, 76/1).  

 

But the ripienists were silent  

 

1. when a part states a theme for the first time (BWV 21/6, 23/3, 75/1, 76/1),  

2. in passages, clearly intended for soloists, written for two voices at most (BWV 

23.2/3), or  

3. in passages with light accompaniment or of an intimate nature.  

 

Bach took a flexible approach to these principles: they do not always apply. For instance, in 

BWV 234/6 Bach evidently allowed the soloists to sing the monumental block Cum sancto 

Spiritu. In BWV 63/1, for instance, he allowed the ripieno singers to sing the unaccompanied 

choral parts from bar 120 onwards. The choices he made in BWV 191/3 are more than often 

not in line with the above rules.  

 

 

                                                      
99 Wagner 1986, p. 290f.; Geck 2000, p. 193f.; Rampe 2005, p. 143f.; Schulze, "Bach Stilgerecht aufführen 

- Wunschbild und Wirklichkeit, 1984-1991," in Lüdtke 2005, p. 199. 
100 Rifkin 2002, p. 40f. 
101 Parrott 2010/II, pp. 9-25. 
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From the formulation in Bach's Memorandum of 1730, it can be deduced that 

Bach did not have enough good musicians at his disposal to be able to regu-

larly employ vocal ripienists. He only used them for his very first cantatas in 

Leipzig, for his passions and for a limited number of cantatas for large ensem-

bles on special occasions. It is not excluded that Bach used ripienists more of-

ten than the fourteen cases in which traces of them have been preserved. This 

may especially have been the case when the violin and continuo doublets were 

lost; the same fate may then have befallen any vocal ripieno part as well. The 

question whether Bach would have worked more often with ripienists, if he 

had had the right opportunities to do so, cannot be answered. Apparently he 

applied a number of rules on the basis of which he decided with the necessary 

flexibility what ripienists would or would not sing.  
 

 

 

Rens Bijma, version 24 November 2022 

With thanks to Albert Clement and Jos van Veldhoven 

 

A Johann Sebastian Bach, Kurtzer, iedoch höchstnöthiger Entwurff einer wohlbestallten Kirchen Music; nebst 

einigem unvorgreiflichen Bedencken von dem Verfall derselben. Letter to the Leipzig Council, 23. August 

1730, BD I, no. 22, p. 60ff.  

The division into 10 sections is not original; it is enclosed in brackets [ ] to facilitate navigation in this 

chapter. 

An English translation can be found in Hans T. David and Arthur Mendel, The New Bach Reader, re-

vised by Christoph Wolff, New York 1999, # 151, p. 145ff; for a probably more reliable translation see 

Parrott 2000, Appendix 3, p. 167ff.  

[§ 1.] 

Zu einer wohlbestellten Kirchen Music gehören Vocalisten und Instrumentisten. 

Die Vocalisten werden hiesiges Ohrts von denen Thomas Schülern formiret, und zwar von vier 

Sorten, als Discantisten, Altisten, Tenoristen, und Baßisten. 

So nun die Chöre derer Kirchen Stücken recht, wie es sich gebühret, bestellt werden sollen, müßen 

die Vocalisten wiederum in 2erley Sorten eingetheilet werden, als: Concertisten und Ripienisten.  

Derer Concertisten sind ordinaire 4; auch wohl 5, 6, 7 biß 8; so mann nemlich per Choros musiciren 

will.  

Derer Ripienisten müßen wenigstens auch achte seyn, nemlich zu ieder Stimme zwey. 

[§ 2.] 

Die Instrumentisten werden auch in verschiedene Arthen eingetheilet, als: Violisten, Hautboisten, 

Fleutenisten, Trompetter und Paucker. NB. Zu denen Violisten | gehören auch die, so die Violen, 

Violoncelli und Violons spielen. 

[§ 3.] 

Die Anzahl derer Alumnorum Thomanæ Scholæ ist 55. Diese 55 werden eingetheilet in 4 Chöre, nach 

denen 4 Kirchen, worinne sie theils musiciren, theils motetten und theils Chorale singen müßen. In 

denen 3 Kirchen, als zu S. Thomæ, S. Nicolai und der Neüen Kirche müßen die Schüler alle musi-

calisch seyn. In die Peters-Kirche kömmt der Ausschuß, nemlich die, so keine music verstehen, 

sondern nur nothdörfftig einen Choral singen können.  
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[§ 4.] 

Zu iedweden musicalischen Chor gehören wenigstens 3 Sopranisten, 3 Altisten, 3 Tenoristen, und 

eben so viele Baßisten, damit, so etwa einer unpaß wird (wie denn sehr offte geschieht, und be-

sonders bey itziger Jahres Zeit, da die recepte, so von dem Schul Medico in die Apothecke ver-

schrieben werden, es ausweisen müßen) wenigstens eine 2 Chörigte Motette gesungen werden 

kan. (NB. Wiewohln es noch beßer, wenn der Coetus so beschaffen wäre, daß mann zu ieder 

Stimme 4 subjecta nehmen, und also ieden Chor mit 16. Persohnen bestellen könte.)  

Machet demnach der numerus, so Musicam verstehen müßen, 36 Personen aus.  

[§ 5.] 

Die Instrumental Music bestehet aus folgenden Stimmen; als:  

- 2 auch wohl 3 zur    --  Violino 1. 

- 2 biß 3 zur     --  Violino 2. 

- 2 zur      --  Viola 1. 

- 2 zur      --  Viola 2. 

- 2 zum      --  Violoncello. 

- 1 zum      --  Violon. 

- 2 auch wohl nach Beschaffenheit 3 zu denen   Hautbois. 

- 1 auch 2 zum     --  Basson. 

- 3 zu denen     --  Trompeten. 

- 1 zu denen     --  Paucken. 

summa. 18. Persohnen wenigstens zur Instrumental-Music. NB. füget sichs, daß das KirchenStück 

auch mit Flöten, (sie seynd nun à bec oder Traversieri), componiret ist (wie denn sehr offt zur Ab-

wechselung geschiehet) sind wenigstens auch 2 Persohnen darzu nötig. Thun zusammen 20 In-

strumentisten. 

[§ 6.] 

Der Numerus derer zur Kirchen Music bestellten Persohnen bestehet aus 8 Persohnen, als 4. 

StadPfeifern, 3 KunstGeigern und einem Gesellen. Von deren qualitäten und musicalischen Wi-

ßenschafften aber etwas nach der Warheit zu erwehnen, verbietet mir die Bescheidenheit. Jedoch 

ist zu consideriren, daß Sie theils emeriti, theils auch in keinem solchen | exercitio sind, wie es wohl 

seyn solte.  

Der Plan davon ist dieser: 

- Herr Reiche   zur  1 Trompette. 

- Herr Genßmar   --  2 Trompette. 

- vacat    --  3 Trompette. 

- vacat    --    Paucken. 

- Herr Rother  --  1 Violine. 

- Herr Beyer   --  2 Violine. 

- vacat    --     Viola. 

- vacat    --    Violoncello. 

- vacat    --     Violon. 

- Herr Gleditsch   --  1 Hautbois. 

- Herr Kornagel   -- 2 Hautbois. 

- vacat    --  3 Hautbois oder Taille 

- Der Geselle   --  ` Basson. 

Und also fehlen folgende höchstnöthige subjecta theils zur Verstärckung, theils zu ohnentbehrli-

chen Stimmen, nemlich:  

- 2 Violisten zur 1 Violin. 

- 2 Violisten zur 2 Violin. 

- 2 so die Viola spielen. 

- 2 Violoncellisten. 

- 1 Violonist. 
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- 2 zu denen Flöten. 

[§ 7.] 

Dieser sich zeigende Mangel hat bißhero zum Theil von denen Studiosis, meistens aber von denen 

Alumnis müßen ersetzet werden. Die Herrn Studiosi haben sich auch darzu willig finden | laßen, 

in Hoffnung, daß ein oder anderer mit der Zeit einige Ergötzligkeit bekommen, und etwa mit 

einem stipendio oder honorario (wie vor diesem gewöhnlich gewesen) würde begnadigt werden. 

Da nun aber solches nicht geschehen, sondern die etwanigen wenigen beneficia, so ehedem an den 

Chorum musicum verwendet worden, succeßive gar entzogen worden, so hat hiemit sich auch die 

Willfährigkeit der Studiosorum verlohren; Denn wer wird ümsonst arbeiten, oder Dienste thun? 

Fernerhin zu gedencken, daß da die 2de Violin meistens, die Viola, Violoncello und Violon aber 

allezeit (in Ermangelung tüchtigerer subjectorum) mit Schülern habe bestellen müßen: So ist leicht 

zu erachten was dadurch dem Vocal Chore ist entgangen. Dieses ist nur von Sontäglichen Mu-

siquen berühret worden. Soll ich aber die Fest-Tages Musiquen, (als an welchen in denen beeden 

HauptKirchen die Music zugleich besorgen muß) erwehnen, so wird erstlich der Mangel derer 

benöthigten subjecten noch deütlicher in die Augen fallen, sindemahln so dann ins andere Chor 

die jenigen Schüler, so noch ein und andres Instrument spielen, vollends abgeben, u. mich völlig 

dern beyhülffe begeben muß.  

[§ 8.] 

Hiernechst kan ich unberühret bleiben, daß durch bißherige reception so vieler untüchtigen und 

zur music sich gar nicht schickenden Knaben, die Music nothwendig sich hat vergeringern und 

ins abnehmen gerathen müßen. Denn es gar wohl zu begreiffen, daß ein Knabe, so gar nichts von 

der Music weiß, ja nicht ein mahl eine secundam im Halse formiren kan, auch kein musicalisch na-

turel haben könne; consequenter niehmahln zur Music zu gebrauchen sey. Und die jenigen, so zwar 

einige principia mit auf die Schule bringen, doch nicht so gleich, als es wohl erfordert wird, zu 

gebrauchen seyn. Denn da es keine Zeit leiden will, solche erstlich Jährlich zu informiren, biß sie 

geschickt sind zum Gebrauch, sondern so bald sie zur reception gelangen, werden sie mit in die 

Chöre vertheilet, und müßen wenigstens tact und tonfeste seyn üm beym Gottesdienste gebraucht 

werden zu können. Wenn nun alljährlich einige von denen, so in musicis was gethan haben, von 

der Schule ziehen, und deren Stellen mit andern ersetzet werden, so einestheils noch nicht zu 

gebrauchen sind, mehrentheils aber gar nichts können, so ist leicht zu schließen, daß der Chorus 

musicus sich vergeringern müße.  

Es ist ja notorisch, daß meine Herrn Praeanteceßores, Schell und Kuhnau, sich schon der Beyhülffe 

derer Herrn Studiosorum bedienen müßen, wenn sie eine vollständige und wohllautende Music 

haben produciren wollen; welches sie dann auch in so weit haben praestiren können da wohl einige 

vocalisten, als: Baßist, u. Tenorist, ja auch Altist, als auch Instrumentisten, besonders 2 Violisten, von 

E. HochEdlen udn Hochweisen Raht a parte sind mit stipendiis begnadiget, mithin zur Ver-

stärckung derer Kirchen Musiquen animiret worden. 

[§ 9.] 

Da nun aber der itzige status musices gantz anders weder ehedem beschaffen, die Kunst üm sehr 

viel gestiegen, der gusto sich verwunderens-würdig geändert, dahero auch die ehemahlige Arth 

von Music unseren Ohren nicht mehr klingen will, und mann üm so mehr einer erklecklichen 

Beyhülffe benöthiget ist, damit solche subjecta choisiret und bestellet werden können, so den itzi-

gen musicalischen gustum assequiren, die neüen Arthen der Music bestreiten, mithin im Stande 

seyn können, dem Compositori und deßen Arbeit satisfaction | zu geben, hat man die wenigen 

beneficia, so ehe hätten sollen vermehret als veringert werden, dem Choro Musico gar entzogen. Es 

ist ohne dem etwas Wunderliches, da man von denen teütschen Musicis praetendiret, Sie sollen 

capable seyn, allerhand Arthen von Music, sie komme nun aus Italien oder Franckreich, Engeland 

oder Pohlen, so fort ex tempore zu musiciren, wie es etwa die jenigen Virtuosen, vor die es gesetzet 

ist, und welche es lange vorhero studiret ja fast auswendig können, überdem auch quod notandum 

in schweren Solde stehen, deren Müh und Fleiß mithin reichlich belohnet wird, praestiren können; 

man solches doch nicht consideriren will, sondern läßet Sie ihrer eigenen Sorge über, da denn 
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mancher vor Sorgen der Nahrung nicht dahin dencken kan, üm sich zu perfectioniren, noch weni-

ger zu distinguiren. Mit einem exempel diesen Satz zu erweisen, darff man nur nach Dreßden ge-

hen, und sehen, wie daselbst von Königlicher Majestät die Musici salariret werden; Es kan nicht 

fehlen, da denen Musicis die Sorge der | Nahrung benommen wird, der chagrin nachbleibet, auch 

überdem iede Persohn nur ein eintziges Instrument zu excoliren hat, es muß was trefliches und 

excellentes zu hören seyn. Der Schluß ist demnach leicht zu finden, daß bey ceßirenden beneficiis 

mir die Kräffte benommen werden, die Music in beßeren Stand zu setzen.  

[§ 10.] 

Zum Beschluß finde mich genöthiget den numerum derer itzigen alumnorum mit anzuhängen, ie-

des seine profectus in Musicis zu eröffnen, und so dann zu reiferer Überlegung es zu überlaßen, 

ob bey so bewandten Ümständten die Music könne fernerhin bestehen, oder ob deren mehrerer 

Verfall zu besorgen sey. Es ist aber nothwendig den gantzen coetum in drey Claßes abzutheilen. 

Sind demnach die brauchbaren folgende: 

(1) Pezold, Lange, Stoll, Præfecti. Frick, Krause, Kittler, Pohlreüter, Stein, Burckhard, Siegler, Nit-

zer, Reichhard, Krebs major u. minor, Schöneman, Heder und Dietel.  

Die Motetten Singer, so sich noch erstlich mehr perfectioniren müßen, üm mit der Zeit zur Figural 

Music gebrauchet werden zu können, heißen wie folget: 

(2) Jänigke, Ludewig major und minor, Meißner, Neücke major und minor, Hillmeyer, Steidel, 

Heße, Haupt, Suppius, Segnitz, Thieme, Keller, Röder, Oßan, Berger, Lösch, Hauptman und 

Sachse. 

Die von lezterer sorte sind gar keine Musici, und heißen also:  

(3) Bauer, Graß, Eberhard, Braune, Seyman, Tietze, Hebenstreit, Wintzer, Ößer, Leppert, Hau-

ßius, Feller, Crell, Zeymer, Guffer, Eichel und Zwicker.  

Summa. 17 zu gebrauchende, 20. noch nicht zu gebrauchende, und 17 untüchtige.   

Leipzig den 23. Aug. 1730.         Joh: Seb: Bach. 

Director Musices. 
B  Wolfgang Caspar Printz, Musica Modulatoria vocalis, Schweidnitz 1678, p. 22.  

§ 9. VIII. Wann ihrer etliche eine Stimme singen / wie in Vollstimmigen Motetten oder Capell-

Stimmen zu geschehen pfleget, sollen sie [...] 

Johann Adolph Scheibe, Critischer Musikus, ed. Leipzig 1745, Das 19 Stück, 1737. 

p. 182. Und man muß dahero auch die Motetten, wo es nur möglich ist, sehr starck von Sän-

gern besetzen, sonst wird der Ausdruck dennoch schwach und matt bleiben, wenn schon der 

Componist alle Mühe angewendet hat, dieses zu verhindern. [...] 

p. 185. Es muss aber auch zugleich ein guter und tonfester Chorsanger seyn, der diese Motet-

ten absingen sollte. Sie müssen alle deutliche, vernehmliche und reine Stimmen haben, und es 

muss auch jedwede Stimme mehr verschiedenemal besetzet seyn. 

See also Wagner 1986, p. 286f. 
C Printz 1678, p. 5f. 

§. 27. Der geübteste Sänger von jeder Stimme sol seine partem selbst tragen / und das Stuck / 

welches der Praefectus andeutet / fein zeitlich aufschlagen [...] 

§. 28.  Wenn ein Stück also gesezt ist / daß bißweilen 1 / 2 / 3 oder aufs höchst 4 Stimmen al-

leine gehöret werden / bißweilen mehr darzu fallen / da sol der Praefectus anordnen / daß die 

besten Sänger jeder eine Stimme ganz alleine singen / so lang die wenig Stimmen sich alleine 

hören lassen. Wo aber mehr Stimmen darzu kommen / sol er alle Chor-Sänger gleichsam als 

eine Capelle mit einfallen lassen. [...] 
D  Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum III, Wolffenbüttel 1619. 

p. 131. RIPIENO [...] 

Dieses wort brauchen die Italiäner / wenn sie wollen andeuten / daß alle Voces und Instru-

menta in allen Choren zugleich miteinander einfallen sollen: auff Teutsch ein vollstimmige 

Music in allen Choren. Deñ Pieno, heist so viel / als plenum, völlig: Ripieno, repletum, gefül-

let. Und ist eben das / als wenn ich die wörter Tutti, Omnes, Plenus chorus, Capella plena, 
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darbey notiret und gezeichnet habt: do dañ ein KleinFlöttlin / zur zier mit einzustimmen nicht 

uneben adjungiret und gebraucht werden kan. So kan man auch / do eine grosse Compagny 

von Musicis vorhanden / solche Ripieni zwey: oder dreymahl abschreiben lassen / und in un-

terschiedene weit von einander abgesonderte Chor distrubuiren uñ abtheilen: welches ich dañ 

meistentheils Chorum pro Capella genennet habe. Und ist nicht unanmütig / daß der Orga-

nist, weñ die vollstimmige Music einfellet / das ganze Werck in der Orgel / oder aber / wenn 

es gegen der ganzen Music etwas zu starck sein wollte / dz [?] Principal allein mit der Su-

peroctav uñ Siflöit oder Zimbelchen, zu den Concertat-Stimmen aber im rückposistiff ein sanf-

ftes gelindes uñ liebliches gedactes oder ander stiles Flöitwerck gebrauche. Deñ die Cõncertat-

Stimmen wollẽ ein sanffftes / messiges uñ liebliches singẽ uñ klingẽ habẽ / der vollstimmige 

chor aber ein gravitätisch hallẽ uñ schallẽ [...]. 

p. 133f. Capella [...] 

Uns wird solche Harmonia noch mehr erfüllet / und mit grösser Pracht erweitert / wenn man 

dabey einen grossen BaßPommer / doppelt Fagott / oder grosse BaßGeigen (Italis, Violone) 

Auch wol andere Instrumenta, wo deren uberig verhanden / zu den Mitteln und OberStim-

men ordnet. [...] Auch in mangelung der Personen / gestalten Sachen nach / ganz und gar aus-

gelassen werden: Dieweil diese Capella fast als die Ripieni, allein zur erfüllung und bester-

ckung der Music, [...] heraus gezogen ist: Da dann die Unisoni und Octaven ohn unterscheid 

von ihnen gesetzt werden [...]. 
E Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann, Musicalischer Trichter, Frankfurt an der Spree 1706, p. 80 

5. Solo, heist allein / soll nemlich der Vocalist singen oder der Instrumentist spielen; aber  

6. Tutti, Ripieni heist / wenn alle Vocal- und Instrumental-Stimmen zugleich zusammen fallen. 

7. Capella ist / wenn in einer Vocal-Music ein absonderlich Chor in gewissen Clausuln zur 

Pracht und Stärckung der Music mit einfällt / muß dahero an einem a parten Ort von den 

Concertisten abgesondert gestellt werden. Es können aber diese Capellen in Ermangelung der 

Personen wol ausgelassen werden / weil sie von dem Concertisten ohne dem schon mitgesun-

gen werden. […] 
F  Johann Mattheson, Der Vollkommene Capellmeister, Hamburg 1739, p. 482. 

§. 20. Die Knaben sind wenig nutz. Ich meine, die Capell-Knaben. Ehe sie eine leidliche Fähig-

keit zum Singen bekommen, ist die Discant-Stimme fort. Und wenn sie ein wenig mehr wis-

sen, oder einen fertigen Hals haben, als andre, pflegen sie sich so viel einzubilden, daß ihr We-

sen unleidlich ist, und hat doch keinen Bestand. 

Johann Kuhnau, An E. Hoch Edlen und Hochweisen Rath zu Leipzig unterdienstliches Memorial. Erinnerung 

des Cantoris die Schul und Kirchen Music betreffend, 1709, published in Spitta II, p. 856ff. 

[...] denn von der Schul Jugend sind dergleichen tieffe Stimmen nicht so leichte zu gewarten, 

so schickt sie sich auch theils wegen ihres steten Anfanges in der Music, theils weil sie auch 

immer die Stimme mutiret, und manche jahre nach dem verlohrnen guten Discant ganz stum 

bleibet, mehr zu denen Capellstimmen und denen tutti, alß zum concertiren [...] 
G Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon, Leipzig 1732. 

p. 179. Concertisten, ein Auszug der besten Sänger und Instrumentisten. 

p. 528. Ripieno [...] heisset mit vollem Chor. Wird öffters durch ein blosses R angedeutet; auch 

als ein Stimm-Titul gebraucht, und über diejenigen Stimmen gesetzet, welche nur zur Ausfüll- 

und Verstärckung einer Music beygefüget werden. 

p. 139. Capella, [...] [3. denjenigen besondern oder grossen Chor, welcher in einem musicali-

schen Stücke nur bißweilen zur Verstärckung mit einfällt, [...].  
H  Johann Beer, Musicalische Discurse, Nürnberg 1719, p. 11. 

Was aber die Frage anbelanget / wieviel eigentlich zu einer genugsamen Capellen subjecta er-

fordert werden? sage ich: Daß man mit 8. Personen eine stattliche Harmonie zu wege bringen 

kan. Dieser wären 4. Vocalists / 2. Violinists / ein Organist, und der Director. Wäre aber Direc-

tor oder Majestro beynebens eines Instrumentes erfahren / gienge einer in die Zahl mit unter / 

und brauchete man also nur 7. Personen. Denn mit 6. Stimmen gibt es einen vollständigen 
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Satz / und is weiter nicht nöthig / sich um ein stärcker Corpus zu bemühen / und im Fall diese 

siebene gute Virtuosi können die Ripien-Stimmen gar leichtlich mit weit geringern subjectis 

bestellet / und also der Chor / nach Anordnung eines klugen Directoris, vortrefflich / und 

zwar auf eine solche Manier angerichtet werden / daß es der stärckesten Music gleich komme. 
I Johann Mattheson, Der Musicalische Patriot, Hamburg 1728 , p. 64. 

Die vier tausend Lob-Sänger des Herrn mit Saitenspiel, deren 1. Paral. XXIV gedacht wird, 

zeigen auch deutlich genug, und per majora vota an, daß diejenigen gewaltig irren welche mit 

Johann Beer, in seinen musicalischen Discursen, die Frage aufwerffen: wie viel eigentlich 

Leute zu einer vollstandigen Music erfordert werden? und darauf antworten: Man könne mit 

acht Personen eine stattliche Harmonie zu Wege bringen; nehmlich mit vier Vocalisten, 

zween Violinisten, einem Organisten und dem Directori. Ja, sie suchen es mit ihrer vollständi-

gen Besetzung noch genauer, und wollen es gar mit sieben bestellen, wenn der letzt-benannte 

Director eines Instruments erfahren ist, und selber mitspielet, oder auch mitsinget. Nun gibt 

es zwar mit sechs Stimmen schon einen völligen Satz auf dem Papier; es kann aber eine solche 

einfache Bestellung in grossen Kirchen nicht das geringste verschlagen, vielweniger stattlich 

heissen. Wenn man auch zu den Ripien-Stimmen noch acht geringe Leute mehr nähme, so 

bringen doch ihre unreinen Griffe und ihr falsches Blasen mehr Schaden, als Vortheil. Zudem 

werden Trompeter und Paucker, samt einem Violonisten, unaussetzlich erfordert. Ein paar 

Hautbois und ein Baßon sind eben so wenig zu entbehren, wenn man die geringste Abwech-

selung haben will. Und da läufft es doch auf vier und zwantzig hinaus, welches die kleinste 

Zahl zur Kirchen-Music ist. 
J Gotthold Ephraim Scheibel, Zufällige Gedancken Von der Kirchen-Musik, Frankfurt und Leipzig 1721 , p. 

54f. , quoted from Martin Geck, "Bach's art of church music and his Leipzig performance forces: con-

tradictions in the system", Early Music 31/4, 2003, p. 566: 

  Es ist vielmehr eine Verschwendung zu nennen / wenn ein Chor starcker besetzt ist als es von-

nöthen thut [...]. Wenn jede Partie oder Stimme mit einem oder auffs höchste zweyen Subjectis 

versehn / die das ihre praestiren / so ist ein Chor gutt bestellt. 

Ibid., quoted from Andrew Parrott, The Essential Bach Choir, Woodbridge 2000, p. 38: 

[...] kommen ... tutti gleich vor/ so ist es genung/ wenn die Haupt-Stimmen ob sie gleich aus 

 eintzeln Personen bestehen/ das ihrige thun. 
K Scheibe 1745, Das 16 Stück, 1737, p. 156f.  

(On a proposal to improve German music, without Italians, with men and women: 

Ein vollstandiger Singechor, der so wohl zum Theater, als zur Kirche und zur Kammer zu ge-

brauchen ist, kann aus nicht weniger, als aus acht Personen bestehen. Diese theile ich folgen-

dermaßen ein. Erstlich zweene Diskantisten, zweene Altisten, zweene Tenoristen, und ein ho-

her Baßist, oder so genannter Baritonist, und endlich ein tiefer Baßist. Diese acht Personen 

aber müssen alle geschickte Leute seyn. Da aber annoch die Chöre würden auszufüllen seyn, 

so könnte man an Höfen gar füglich die Capellknaben, in Städten aber einige Schulknaben, 

darzu anfuhren. Unter den acht Hauptsängern aber müßte man zu den Diskantisten und Al-

tisten Frauenzimmer nehmen, weil ihre Stimme natürlicher und von besserer Dauer und Rei-

nigkeit seyn wird. Zu den Tenor und Baßstimmen aber muß man solche Mannspersonen aus-

lesen, die dauerhafte, natürliche und deutliche Stimmen haben. 
L Ibid., Das 78 Stück, 1740, p. 713. 

Wenn bey einer Musik Trompeten und Pauken sind: [...] Die Singestimmen sollen auch, wo 

möglich, mehr, als einmal, bestellet seyn, weil sich die Chöre sonst gar nicht ausnehmen. 
M Johann Mattheson, Sieben Gespräche der Weisheit und Musik, Hamburg 1751 , p. 26f. 

Im Grunde heißt es: [...] Stattlich, frölich, vortrefflich. Es soll, von Ort zu Ende des Gottes-

dienstes, nicht nur des ehemaligen jüdischen, sondern hauptsächlich des christlichen, präch-

tig, herrlich, gewaltig und löblich zugehen. Gewaltig: d.i. sehr stark und wohlbesetzt; nicht 

sachte, sondern laut; nicht einfach, sondern vielfach, nach Erfordern der Umstände. 
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N Johann Matthias Gesner, (rector Thomasschule), Footnote to Gesner's translation of Quintilianus, p. 

61, Göttingen 1738; original Latin text: see BD II, no. 432, p. 331f.  

[...] und unter 30, auch 40. Musikern, den durch ein Nicken, den andern durch ein Fußstamp-

fen, den dritten durch ein drohenden Wink mit dem Finger, wieder auf die Mensur und in 

den Takt bringt - dem in Discant, einem andern im Bass, dem dritten im Alt den Ton angiebt, 

den er singen soll, 
O Johann Mattheson, Grundlage einer Ehren-Pforte, Hamburg 1740 , p. 117f. 

[Gottfried Heinrich Stölzel's recollection of the Collegium Musicum in the Neue Kirche, directed by 

Melchior Hoffmann (1705-1715):] 

"Denn das Singechor machten der nunmehrige Hochfürstl. Eisenachische Kammerath, Herr 

Langmasius, as Basso; der itzige Conrector des Augsburgischen Gymnasii Annäi, Hr. M. 

Marckgraf, as Sopran; der seel. Hr. Helbig, Hochfürstl. S. Eisenachischer Secretar, als Tenore; 

und, wo mir recht, der seel. Hr. Krone, so vor etlichen Jahren, als Hochfürstl. S. Weimarscher 

Kammer-Musikus verstorben, als Contralto aus. Das Instrumentenchor, [...] und andre auf an-

dern Instrumenten, deren Nahmen mit theils entfallen, [...] In allen bestunds wohl aus 40. Per-

sonen. Ein solcher Chor liess sich damahls zwar nur an hohen Festen, und zur Meßzeit, in der 

neuen Kirche zu Leipzig hören: was Wunder, wenn solches, durch den feinen hofmannischen 

Geschmack belebet, viele Hörer nach sich zoge? […]” 

According to Glöckner 2011, p. 583, Stölzel might have forgotten some names as well. However, this 

only refers to instrumentalists. 
P Johann Nikolaus Forkel, Ueber Johann Sebastian Bachs Leben, Kunst und Kunstwerke, Leipzig 1802, p. 36. 

Außer den bisher angezeigten Werken für den Gesang hat  B a ch auch sehr viele Motetten, 

hauptsächlich für den Chor der Leipziger Thomas-Schule gemacht. Dieses Chor hat stets ge-

gen 50, auch wohl bisweilen mehrere Sänger enthalten, für deren musikalischen Bildung  

B a ch väterlich sorgte. 
Q E. E. Hochw. Raths der Stadt Leipzig Ordnung Der Schule zu S. THOMÆ, Leipzig 1723, p. 32ff. (Schul-

ordnung 1723), CAPUT. XIII. Ordnung des Chori Musici bey dem Gottes-Dienst.  

I. Alle bey dieser Schule sich befindende Alumni sollen um die Zeit, wann sie bey dem GOttes-

Dienst aufzuwarten haben, sich zeitlich am gewöhnlichen Ort des Cœnaculi einfinden, so dann 

in aller Zucht und Stille, und zwar iedesmahl Sonntags Morgens drey Viertel auf 7 Uhr, des 

Nachmittags aber so bald es eins geschlagen, zur Kirche gehen, es wäre dann, daß solches 

noch etwas eher anbefohlen würde.   

II. So lange auf ihren Bäncken stille sitzen, bis sie zu denen Pulten geruffen werden, so dann 

aber sich dergestalt vor dieselbe stellen, damit ein ieder den aufgelegten Text sehen, und kei-

ner den andern im Singen hindern möge.  

III. Wann die Orgel geschlagen wird, nicht so gleich auf die Bäncke sich niedersetzen, sondern 

bey den Pulten stehen bleiben, damit sie bereit seyen, das Kirchen-Lied anzufangen, und mit 

zu singen.  

IV. Allesamt frisch und deutlich, auch, woferne des Winters die Kälte nicht zu hefftig, mit ent-

blöseten Häuptern singen, insonderheit aber auf den Tact, und die Stimmen derer andern, ge-

nau acht haben.   

V. Nach geendigtem Gesang mögen zwar der Præcentor mit denen, welche den Bass und Tenor 

singen, vornen am Geländer stehen bleiben, die übrigen aber müssen sich auf die Bäncke nie-

der setzen, und die Predigt anhören, auch hernach das öffentliche Kirchen-Gebet mit Andacht 

verrichten, und endlich wieder zum Gesang an die Pulten treten. […] 
R Johann Sebastian Bach, Appendix to the research report on alumni to be appointed in 1729, BD I, no. 

180, p. 250.  

In die Kirche zu S. Nicolai als: 

Zum ersten Chor gehören. 3 Discantists, 3 Altists, 3 Tenorists, 3 Bassists. 

Zu S. Thomae as: 

Zum 2 Chor. 3 Discantists, 3 Altists, 3 Tenorists, 3 Bassists. 
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Zur neüen Kirche als: 

Zum 3 Chor. 3 Discantists, 3 Altists, 3 Tenorists, 3 Bassists 

Zum 4 Chor. 2 Sopranists, 2 Altists, 2 Tenorists, 2 Bassists etc. Und dieses letztere Chor muß auch 

die Petri Kirche besorgen. etc. 

Schulvorsther Christian Ludwig Stieglitz, letter to the Council, 1729, BD II, no. 262, p. 192f. 

[...] daß er zu Bestelling des GottesDienstes was das Singen anbelanget in allen 5. Kirchen 44. 

Knaben nöthig habe, weil nun viele, so bißher dazu gebrauchet worden, von der Schulen ge-

zogen und von denen würklichen Alumnis die Kirchen bey weiten nicht versorget werden 

können, as bittet derselbe sowohl der Herr Rector es erforderts auch die unumbgängliche 

Nothwendigkeit bey bevorstehender Besezung der vacanten Stellen auf solche Subjecta zu re-

flectiren, die zur Music und Singen geschickt, [...] 
S Johann Sebastian Bach, Cantoris bey der Thomas-Schule, Endgültiger Revers, 1723, BD I, no. 92, p. 177. 

Demnach E.E. hochweiser Rath [...] einen Revers, in nachgesetzten Puncten von mir zuvollzie-

hen begehret, nehmlich: 

 […] 8.) Die neue Kirche mit guten Schülern versehen [...] 
T Schulordnung 1723, Caput V, nr. V. 

Die Cœtus Musici sollen nicht nur in beyden Kirchen, zu S. Nicolai und S. Thomæ, von dem 

Cantore an Sonn-und Fest-Tagen Wechsels-weise besuchet, sondern auch ein gewisser Nume-

rus von 8 in der Music geübten Schülern, nebst einem Præfecto, in die Neue, und 4 andere 

ebenfalls mit einem Præfecto in die Peters Kirche geschickt; hiernächst aber an hohen Fest-Ta-

gen, oder wenn es sonsten angeordnet, der Præcentor, was für Stücke in einer der beyden 

Haupt-Kirchen, da der Cantor abwesend, zu musiciren, von ihm instruiret, zu solchem Ende 

auch die Cœtus musici, mit Vorwissen des Conrectoris, also ein- und abgetheilet werden, damit 

sie in der Kirche fortkommen, und die so etwas in der Music præstiren können, nicht alle in 

den ersten Cœtum, die übrigen aber, welche in dem Singen nicht geübt, in den anderen Cœtum 

allein recipiret und aufgenommen werden. 
U Ibid. , Letter to the Council of the City of Leipzig, 1736, BD I, no. 34, p. 88. 

[...] als habe ihme [Krause] ohnmoglich die Praefectur des ersteren Chores können anvertrauen, 

zumahlen die musiclischen Kirchen Stücke so im ersteren Chore gemachet werden, u. meistens 

von meiner composition sind, ohngleich schwerer und intricater sind, weder die, so im anderen 

Chore und zwar nur auf die FestTage musiciret werden, als wo ich mich im choisiren selbiger, 

nach der capacitè derer, so es executiren sollen, hauptsächlig richten muß. [...] 
V Ibid. , Revers 1723. 

[...] 6.) Damit die Kirchen nicht mit unnöthigen Unkosten beleget werden mögen, die Knaben 

nicht allein in der Vocal-, sondern auch in der Instrumental-Music fleißig unterweisen. 


